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carbon sink. Using a process-based
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representation of forest age cohorts, we

estimated the present-day forest carbon

sink in China and found that the future

carbon sink will be limited due to forest

aging and the slowdown of atmospheric

CO2 growth. Our study emphasizes the

importance of considering forest age

dynamics in policy making to achieve the

carbon neutrality goal.
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SCIENCE FORSOCIETY Forest carbon sinks are vital in efforts to mitigate climate change, as they absorb a
considerable amount of human-emitted carbon dioxide. In recent decades, large-scale ecological restora-
tions projects such as the Three-North Shelter Forest Program, the YangtzeRiver andZhujiangRiver Shelter
Forest Projects, and the Grain for Green Program have helped China recover forest area following massive
loss prior to the 1960s, growing its land-based carbon sink. Young forests are more productive than older,
more mature forests, which makes them more effective at absorbing carbon dioxide. However, this means
that as forests age, they become less effective at mitigating climate change. Forecasting ahead to the year
2100, the work presented in this article shows that forest aging and the slowdown of atmospheric
CO2 growth will reduce China’s land-based carbon sink by up to 1.1 Tg of carbon per year. Considering
the commitment to achieving carbon neutrality by 2060, China needs to recognize the limitations of forests
as a climate mitigation tool and promote stringent emission reductions in other sectors.
SUMMARY
Forest age structure, shaped by past land-use and land-cover changes (LULCC), is pivotal for estimating
ecosystem carbon sinks. China’s extensive LULCC in recent decades has led to a complex forest age struc-
ture, but its impact on the carbon sink remains uncertain. Here, using a process-based ecosystemmodel with
an explicit representation of forest age cohorts, we estimate China’s terrestrial carbon sink as 198 ± 54 TgC
yr�1 in the 2010s, mainly contributed by middle-aged forests. The existing forests in 2020 contribute most to
the future total carbon sink, but its contribution will decrease significantly by�1.1��0.35 TgC yr�1 until 2100
due to forest aging and the slowdown of CO2 concentration growth. Future re/afforestation will enhance car-
bon sink by increasing forest area and rejuvenating forest demography. Our study emphasizes the limited
future carbon sink due to forest aging, implying that realizing China’s carbon neutrality should not rely exces-
sively on ecosystem carbon sink.
INTRODUCTION

Terrestrial carbon sinks, controlled by environmental and climate

factors, and by direct anthropogenic activities1,2 provide a global

mitigation of climate warming by absorbing about one-third of

human-caused CO2 emissions.3,4 Forest carbon sinks, a key

component of the global land sink, originate from tree growth
822 One Earth 7, 822–834, May 17, 2024 ª 2024 Elsevier Inc. All righ
after land-use and land-cover changes (LULCC) such as re/affor-

estation.5 Net primary productivity (NPP) is strongly influenced

by variations in stand age and environmental conditions.6

Changes in environmental conditions, such as increasing atmo-

spheric CO2 concentrations, can stimulate photosynthesis and

maintain old-growth forests as carbon sinks.7,8 However, the

impact of regional climate change on forest sinks can vary, as
ts reserved.
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Table 1. LULCC forcing data used in the three simulations during

1960–2019

Simulation LUC wood harvest

Sdef Default LUC maps

based on LUH244
Proportionally allocated

national wood harvest

biomass40 based on the

simulated aboveground

biomass across grid cells

Sarea Area-adjusted LUC

maps based on multiple

remote sensing and

inventory data

Same as Sdef

Sage Same as Sarea Backcasted wood harvest

distribution according to the

forest age map from Zhang

et al.17 and area-adjusted

LUC maps
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it can either enhance or reduce vegetation activity and affect

phenological patterns.9–11

In China, the forest area has changed dramatically over the

past 60 years with a gradual recovery from amassive loss before

the 1960s12 to a rapid increase in recent decades, due to large-

scale ecological restoration projects,13–15 such as the Three-

North Shelter Forest Program, the Yangtze River and Zhujiang

River Shelter Forest Projects, and theGrain for Green Program.16

The result of this history of forest land use is a complex pattern of

forest age structure, dominated by young forests.17,18 Young for-

ests have superior productivity, and the growth rate of above-

ground biomass stocks in the tropical secondary forests is found

much larger than that in old-growth forests.19 This can be attrib-

uted to the decline of NPP with forests aging, which is primarily

driven by the decrease of gross primary productivity (GPP).20

Therefore, ignoring age effects can lead to biased results in esti-

mating China’s forest carbon sink.

Previous studies have estimated China’s terrestrial carbon

sink through various approaches such as biomass and soil car-

bon inventories,21,22 upscaling of data from eddy covariance flux

towers,23,24 ecosystem process models,25–27 and atmospheric

inversions.28,29 While these studies have attributed the terrestrial

ecosystem carbon sink in China mainly to forest area expansion,

CO2 fertilization, and climate change,13,30 the impact of forest

age dynamics has not been explicitly quantified. Although empir-

ical relationships have been established between forest age and

growth based on observations, they mainly focus on specific

species31 or specific locations.32 On the other hand, process-

based dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) can simulate

spatially explicit carbon, water, and energy cycle,33 and the im-

plementation of forest age cohorts provides a new capacity for

accurately capturing the forest carbon dynamics induced by

the temporal evolution of forest demography.5,34 However, the

inaccurate representation of the LULCC history12 and the lack

of consideration for forest age dynamics in most DGVMs in the

global carbon project26 limit their ability to accurately simulate

the terrestrial carbon sink in China. In China, natural distur-

bances such as forest diseases, pests, and wildfires are not

very intense and have a relatively small impact35 (Figure S1),

with the current forest demography being more strongly deter-

mined by historical LULCC such as re/afforestation and by forest

management driven by wood harvesting. Therefore, accurate

LULCC input data are crucial for DGVMs to accurately simulate

the forest age cohorts and estimate the contribution of the forest

carbon sink to China’s carbon neutrality target.36

Here, we aim to estimate the present-day forest carbon sink in

China by explicitly considering the forest age structure and

further predict the contributions of different climatic and anthro-

pogenic factors to future forest carbon sink. We use a DGVM

(ORCHIDEE-MICT37) with an explicit representation of forest

age cohorts34 to simulate the contemporary terrestrial carbon

sink and the future forest carbon sequestration in China. New

historical gross land-use change (LUC) information is aggre-

gated from multiple sources including high-resolution remote

sensing products,38 inventory-based statistics,16,35,39–41 and

historical land-use datasets42 (experimental procedures). Fur-

ther, we calibrate the historical LUC and wood harvest data

according to a 2010 forest age map, downscaled from provincial

inventory data based on lidar-derived forest height and climate
data17 (experimental procedures). By explicitly considering

forest demography for the historical period, we find China’s

terrestrial carbon sink is 198 ± 54 Tg C yr�1 in the 2010s. We

have validated our results against multi-source datasets and

found that the model performed well for most components of

the ecosystem carbon fluxes and pools in China (experimental

procedures, Note S1 and Figure S2).We predict theCO2 removal

potential of a forest-based climate mitigation solution until 2100

according to the China’s Nationally Determined Contributions

(NDCs).43 Future carbon sink in the existing forests in 2020 in

China will decrease due to forest aging and the slowdown of at-

mospheric CO2 growth by the end of the century, implying that

the removal of carbon dioxide cannot rely solely on ecosystem

carbon sink to achieve China’s ‘‘carbon neutrality’’ target.

RESULTS

Forest age maps in 2010
We chose the year 2010 for the comparison of forest ages as

given by the national forest inventory16 and the gridded forest

age map from Zhang et al.,17 since the latter is only available

for this year. Current forests in China were mainly established

from forest restoration after wood harvest or LUC such as affor-

estation. Therefore, accurate LULCC input data are key for the

model to simulate the current forest age structure. As the

Land-Use Harmonization (LUH2) dataset44 (the default LUC

map in Sdef, Table 1) does not properly reconstruct the observed

forest area expansion in recent decades in China (Figure S3), we

adjusted the historical LUC maps from LUH2 based on multiple

remote sensing and inventory data (experimental procedures,

the map used in Sarea and Sage). We further constrained the

wood harvest based on the gridded forest age map from Zhang

et al.17 (i.e., different wood harvest forcings between Sarea and

Sage). We thus performed three simulations (Sdef, Sarea, and

Sage) with the same model configurations but different LUC

and wood harvest forcing data (experimental procedures, Ta-

ble 1). Sage with calibrated LUC and wood harvest data refers

to the simulation with the best estimate of forest age in 2010.

We compared results from different simulations with the grid-

ded forest age map17 and national forest inventory16 (Figure 1).
One Earth 7, 822–834, May 17, 2024 823



Figure 1. Comparison of model-simulated and

observation-based forest ages in 2010

(A–F) Results for simulations using default LULCCmap

from the global carbon budget (Sdef, A, B), adjusted

LUC map and the default wood harvest data (Sarea, C,

D), and adjusted LUC map coupled with adjusted

wood harvest data (Sage, E, F).

(G) The gridded forest agemap from Zhang et al.17 The

size of each dot in the forest age maps represents the

relative size of forest area, and the color scale repre-

sents the average forest age in each 0.5� 3 0.5� grid

cell. Note that only grid cells with both simulated and

observed forest ages are shown. In (B), (D), and (F), the

dashed line indicates the 1:1 ratio line.

(H) The comparison of forest area percentages in three

age groups (1–27, 28–50, 51+ years) for the three

simulated maps, the gridded age map from Zhang

et al., and the forest inventory data.
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Gridded forest age map from Zhang et al.17 was generated by

downscaling the provincial statistics of national forest inventory

data into 1 km resolution, while the inventory data refer to statis-

tical data at the national scale published by China’s forestry

department.16 The area percentages of different forest age

groups at the national scale are not fully consistent between

Zhang et al.17 and the inventory data (Figure 1H), likely because

of some biases when downscaling the provincial data to gridded

data in Zhang et al.17 The forest ages in 2010 are largely overes-

timated in Sdef (Figures 1A and 1B) because the actual re/affor-

estation areas were not properly included in LUH2 which was

used in Sdef (Figure S3). After adjusting the LUC area (Sarea),

the simulated forest ages match Zhang et al.’s map in southern

China but still underestimate the values in other regions

(Figures 1C and 1G). With further constraints obtained from the

gridded forest age map from Zhang et al. (Sage, experimental

procedures), the simulation can generally reproduce inventory-

based forest age structures (Figures 1E–1G).

Spatially, old forests are mainly concentrated in regions with

less anthropogenic disturbance, such as the mountainous areas
824 One Earth 7, 822–834, May 17, 2024
ofsouthwestandnortheastChina. Incontrast,

young forests are dominant in southern China

where forestswere clearcut before the 1980s,

and extensive reforestation and afforestation

have been conducted in recent decades.16

The southern provinces such as Guangxi

and Yunnan are also the main wood produc-

tion regions, with intensive wood harvest16

(Figure S4). However, the improved simula-

tion with the Sage forcing underestimated for-

est age in small-scale areas (<500 km2)

covered by old forests in northwest China,

and slightly overestimates forest ages in

southeast China (Figures 1E and 1G).

The area-weighted average forest age

from Sage is 38.9 years, close to the average

age reported previously (�42.6 years).17 The

area percentage of forests younger than 50

years is 75% in Sage, consistent with the per-

centages of 81% calculated from the grid-
ded forest age map from Zhang et al. and 72% from national in-

ventories (Figure 1H). In contrast, the simulation using the default

LULCC map strongly underestimates the percentage of forests

younger than 27 years (1%, 59%, and 39%, respectively, for

Sdef, Zhang et al., and inventories, Figure 1H), indicating that

mis-representing the LULCC history with less re/afforestation

area in LUH2 severely underestimates the area of young forests.

Present-day land carbon sink and contributions
The net biome productivity (NBP) is used to account for the net

carbon exchange between the biome surface and the atmo-

sphere,6 and is the difference between net carbon absorption

by vegetation and carbon release through soil respiration and

disturbances. The terrestrial ecosystem carbon sink in China

from the Sage simulation increased from 91 ± 48 Tg C yr�1

(mean and interannual variability; positive values for land carbon

sink) in the 1960s to 198 ± 54 Tg C yr�1 in the 2010s with a sig-

nificantly increasing trend of 1.69 Tg C yr�2 (p < 0.05) over the

period of 1960–2019 (Figure 2A; Table S1). The increasing terres-

trial carbon sink is closely associated with the forest area



Figure 2. Temporal changes and spatial dis-

tribution of historical carbon fluxes and the

contributions from different age cohorts

(A–D) Time series of (A) NBP in the three simulations

using different LULCC forcing data (Sdef, Sarea and

Sage) and (B) land-use and land-cover change flux

(FLULCC) in Sage and previous studies. The black line

in (B) indicates the mean value of FLULCC from 12

DGVMs from the global carbon budget, and the gray

shading denotes the standard deviation. Maps of

(C) NBP and (D) FLULCC in Sage are averaged over

2010–2019. Positive values of NBP and FLULCC
indicate terrestrial carbon sinks, and negative

values indicate terrestrial carbon sources.

(E) Percentages of forest areas and cumulative NBP

among different forest age cohorts and (F) their

carbon sequestration rates during 2010–2019. The

inner ring in (E) indicates the area percentages in

2010, while the outer ring indicates the percentages

of cumulative NBP during 2010–2019. Error bars in

(F) represent the standard deviation (spatial varia-

tion) of annual mean carbon sequestration rates

during 2010–2019 across all grid cells.
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expansion after 1950 (Figure S3). Temporal fluctuations in the

terrestrial ecosystemNBP aremainly contributed by the non-for-

est ecosystems, probably due to its larger area in China16 (Fig-

ure S3), and these variations may be associated with variabilities

of temperature and precipitation due to El Niño Southern Oscil-

lation (ENSO) events.45 Although NBP from Sage is similar to that

from Sarea (203 ± 45 Tg C yr�1) in the 2010s (Table S1), the cumu-

lative NBP during 1960�2019 from Sage is 8.5 Pg C, which is 1.3

Pg C higher than that from Sarea (Figure S5). By contrast, Sdef

underestimates both NBP in the 2010s (126 ± 56 Tg C yr�1)

and cumulative NBP during 1960�2019 (5.8 Pg C) compared

to the results from Sage (Table S1; Figure S5).

The carbon flux from LULCC (FLULCC, positive values repre-

senting a land carbon sink) is inferred from factorial simulations

(with and without LULCC) as in the global carbon budget26

(experimental procedures). FLULCC shows a carbon sink during

2010–2019 (21 ± 12 Tg C yr�1, Figure 2B), which is contrary to

the LULCC fluxes estimated from the DGVMs ensemble26 and

the BLUE bookkeeping model46 (�171 ± 138 and �162 ± 145

Tg C yr�1, respectively, Figure 2B). These models used LULCC

forcing based on LUH2, which has an unrealistic and persistent

forest loss over time in China (Figure S3). In contrast, another

bookkeeping model used by Houghton and Nassikas (H&N)40
used forest area from the Forest Resource

Assessment41 and produced a carbon sink

(48 ± 9 TgC yr�1) from themassive affores-

tation area in China over recent past de-

cades. However, the FLULCC obtained by

H&N lacks interannual variability because

their model does not account for climate

and environmental effects on FLULCC.
40

In Sage, most regions in China show a

carbon sink during 2010�2019, especially

in the Great Xing’an Mountains in north-

east China, around the Qinling mountains

and in southwest China (Figures 2C; S6).
The strong carbon sink in the Great Xing’an Mountains is driven

by climate change rather than by LULCC, since this region is

mainly covered by natural forests and has a small FLULCC
(Figures 2C and 2D). In contrast, the carbon sink around the Qin-

ling mountains and in southwest China is mainly contributed by

previous re/afforestation and forest management, as indicated

by the spatial consistency between NBP and FLULCC (Figures

2C and 2D). In fact, FLULCC indicates a strong carbon sink for

the whole of southern China. However, in the eastern Heilong-

jiang Province, FLULCC is a carbon source (Figure 2D) consistent

with the sign of NBP (Figure 2C). Ecosystem carbon losses, of

relatively small magnitudes, are also found in other small regions

such as the Sichuan Basin and a few areas in western China (Fig-

ure 2C). In contrast, regional carbon sinks are severely underes-

timated when the default LULCC forcing, with continuous forest

loss over time, is used (Figures S3; S6).

We further analyze the contribution of different forest age co-

horts in 2010 to the forest carbon sink during 2010�2019. Mid-

dle-aged (16- to 50-year-old) forests cover 66.8%of the total for-

est area in 2010 and contribute 71.7% of the cumulative forest

ecosystem NBP over 2010–2019 (Figure 2E). Young forests (%

15 years) have the smallest area and NBP contribution (8.2%

and 6.0%, respectively). The NBP contribution of the older
One Earth 7, 822–834, May 17, 2024 825



Figure 3. Composition of future forest car-

bon sink and forest age in China

(A) Contributions of different components to forest

carbon sink in the 2010s from Sage and in each in-

terval. Bars from left to right with deepening colors

in each period represent results from the simula-

tions under the RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and

RCP 8.5 scenarios, respectively. The black dots and

error bars indicate means and interannual variability

of total forest carbon sink in each interval, and the

red lines indicate the carbon sink contributed by

existing forests in 2020. Black dot is the sum of all

bars in a column, while red line is the sum of colored

bars (i.e., purple, green, and blue bars) in a column.

Future carbon fluxes shown here are the averaged

values from two sensitivity tests using different

LULCC maps (experimental procedures). Note that

the contributions of CO2 fertilization and climate

change are only separated out for the existing forest

ecosystem in 2020 (i.e., new afforestation after 2020

is not included).

(B) Forest age structure in 2020, 2060, and 2100.

Total forest area for each forest age cohort is

averaged over the four RCP scenarios and the two

afforestation scenarios (experimental procedures).

(C) Cumulative NBP from 2020 to 2100. Positive

values of carbon fluxes indicate terrestrial car-

bon sinks.
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forests (22.4%) is also lower than their area fraction (25.0%).

Therefore, the present-day forest carbon sink is mainly contrib-

uted by the middle-aged forests. Indeed, the carbon sequestra-

tion rate per unit area rises gradually from 29 ± 35 g Cm�2 yr�1 in

the youngest forests (1–3 years old) to a peak of 66 ± 36 g Cm�2

yr�1 in the 31- to 50-year-old forests and then declines to 55 ±

30 g C m�2 yr�1 in forests older than 50 years when the trees

are becoming mature (Figure 2F).

Future forest carbon sink with dynamic forest
demography
According to the Chinese NDCs,43 forest coverage in China is

planned to reach 24.1% by 2025 and 25% by 2030. We assume

that forest cover will increase linearly to these targets in 2025 and

2030, and that later, during 2030–2060, the area growth rate will

remain the same as that during 2025 and 2030 (experimental

procedures). In 2060, the forest coverage achieved in this sce-

nario is 30.5% (i.e., 0.69 Mkm2 of forest increase from 2020 to

2060), close to the global forest coverage (30.7%).16 After

2060, we assume that forest area will remain constant until

2100 (i.e., no re/afforestation and deforestation). During 2021–

2100, we assume a constant wood harvest rate identical to

that in 2020 (experimental procedures). The average forest car-

bon sink during 2020–2100 (160–206 Tg C yr�1 under Represen-
826 One Earth 7, 822–834, May 17, 2024
tative Concentration Pathway 2.6, 4.5, 6.0,

and 8.5; Table S2) is generally higher than

in the 2010s (124 ± 25 TgC yr�1; Figure 3A).

Specifically, China’s total forest carbon

sink will increase after the 2010s to reach

181–217 Tg C yr�1 during 2041–2060 (Fig-

ure 3A), but it will decline after 2060 under

the Representative Concentration Path-
way (RCP) 2.6 scenario and after 2080 under the RCP 4.5, 6.0,

and 8.5 scenarios, reaching 142–212 Tg C yr�1 during 2081–

2100 (Figure 3A).

Negative impacts of climate change on the carbon sink of ex-

isting forests (i.e., forests established before 2020) are found un-

der RCP 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 (Figure 3A), but the overall impacts of

future CO2 fertilization and climate change are positive (Fig-

ure S7A). However, the carbon sink of ‘‘existing’’ forests estab-

lished before 2020will decrease from 145 to 159 TgC yr�1 during

2020–2040 to 86–128 Tg C yr�1 during 2081–2100 (Figure 3A),

with a significant negative trend of �1.1 � �0.35 Tg C yr�1

(p< 0.05) over the period of 2020–2100 (Figure S8). The decrease

is mainly caused by the aging of China’s forest demography un-

der our assumption of a constant harvest rate. More than half of

middle-aged (16- to 50-year-old) forests, with the highest carbon

sequestration rate today, will shift to the oldest age cohort (Fig-

ure 3B). Forests in the oldest age cohorts will also become older,

and their corresponding carbon sequestration rate will decline

from 55 ± 30 g C m�2 yr�1 in the 2010s to 36 ± 15 g C m�2

yr�1 in the 2090s (Figure S9). As a result, age-related growth in

‘‘existing’’ forests will decrease by�37.6%until 2100 (Figure 3A).

In the future afforestation scenarios, we assume that the future

afforestation is first converted from marginal land and then from

natural grassland and pasture. We use two methods to define
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marginal land: one based onmodel-simulated crop yields and the

other based on the marginal land map given by Campbell et al.47

Contributions of newly established forests in future afforestation

programs to the land carbon sink will gradually increase over

the next 40–50 years but this trendwill be stable or evendecrease

after the2060s (Figures 3A;S10C). Specifically, the carbonsinkof

future newly established forests is projected to increase from 10

to 11 Tg C yr�1 in the 2020s to 63–78 Tg C yr�1 in the 2060s

due to the expansion in area of young forestswith a higher carbon

sequestration rate. By the 2090s, as those forests become

mature, it will decrease to 55–84 Tg C yr�1 (Figure S10C).

The cumulative forest ecosystemNBP for 2020–2100with new

forest expansion under various climatic conditions ranges from

13.4 to 16.4 Pg C (Figure 3C). It is 0.3–0.8 Pg C higher during

2021–2060 than during 2061–2100 under RCP 2.6 and RCP

8.5, but 0.7–1.2 Pg C lower under RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0 (Fig-

ure S11). The cumulative carbon sequestration of existing forests

is 9.8–11.6 Pg C (71.2%–72.3% of the total) while that of new

afforestation is 3.7–4.7 Pg C (27.7%–28.8%) (Figure 3C). Most

of the cumulative carbon sink in the existing forests originates

from age-related growth (8.2 Pg C; experimental procedures).

For these existing forests, CO2 fertilization contributes 1.0–5.1

Pg C under various RCP scenarios. Climate change induces a

small increase in the forest carbon sink (0.4 Pg C) under RCP

2.6 but a decrease under RCP 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 (�2.1 � �0.6

Pg C, Figure 3C). In addition, cumulative NBP in the afforestation

scenario where new forests are preferentially created from low-

yield croplands is 0.6–0.9 Pg C lower than that if new forests

are created on abandoned agricultural land (experimental pro-

cedures and Figure S11). This difference arises because most

low-yield croplands are located in northwestern China with

less favorable growing conditions, such as water stress and

soil degradation (Figure S12). Note that areas of cropland aban-

donment only account for 20.9% of the future total afforestation

area, with the remainder coming from areas of natural grassland

and pasture (experimental procedures and Figure S12).

DISCUSSION

In this study, by explicitly considering forest demography

caused by previous LULCC, we estimate China’s terrestrial car-

bon sink during 2010–2019 to be 198 ± 54 Tg C yr�1 (Figure 2A).

Our result is within the reported range of 170�350 Tg C yr�1 esti-

mated by previous studies using various methodologies.48 Our

simulation using the default LULCC maps largely overestimates

forest age (Figure 1B) and thus underestimates the carbon sink

(Figure 2A), highlighting the importance of forest age structure

on the land sink. A recent study12 also reconstructed China’s

historical LULCC maps based on inventory data and high-reso-

lution satellite images but did not explicitly present the effect of

forest demography on the terrestrial ecosystem carbon sink.

Their estimated China’s terrestrial carbon sink during 2010–

2019 is �41% larger than our result at 280 ± 23 Tg C yr�1. The

difference is probably because they took nitrogen deposition,

fertilization, and irrigation into account,12 which may lead to an

increased forest carbon sink, but these processes were not

included in our model.

By explicitly representing forest age dynamics, we find that the

middle-aged forests are themajor contributor to the present-day
forest carbon sink due to their larger area and the higher carbon

sequestration rate (Figures 2E and 2F). GPP is correlated with

leaf area index (LAI), thus GPP increases rapidly before middle

age and then decreases until maturity.49 The age-driven decline

in carbon sequestration capacity can be attributed to the decline

in NPP,20 which is caused by the smaller difference between

GPP and autotrophic respiration (Ra, Figure S13A). The peak

age for forest NPP varies from30 to 55 years old in China accord-

ing to different vegetation types and climate factors,50 which is

consistent with our model-simulated NPP peak (�30 years, Fig-

ure S13B). As litter production and soil organic carbon will in-

crease with forest growth,51,52 the carbon emission from their

decomposition (i.e., heterotrophic respiration, Rh) will increase

steadily with age (Figure S13B). Considering the relatively small

impacts of deforestation flux and wildfire emissions (Fig-

ure S13C), the variation in NBP is mainly driven by the balance

between carbon input from NPP and carbon output from Rh

(Figures S13B and S13C). The decreasing forest ecosystem car-

bon sink in old forests simulated by our model is consistent with

the previous eddy covariance observations.23

After considering the forest age classes, new re/afforestation,

and future climate and CO2 changes (experimental procedures),

we find that China’s forest ecosystem carbon sink will increase

to 181–217 Tg C yr�1 during 2041–2060 and then slightly

decrease to 142–212 Tg C yr�1 during 2081–2100 (Figure 3A).

Our projected cumulative forest carbon sink of 6.8–8.0 Pg C dur-

ing 2021�2060 (Figure S11) is lower than previous estimates for

a similar period (8.89–13.92 Pg C for 2010–2050),53,54 partly

because these studies neglected the impacts of wood harvest

on forest age dynamics.

The existing forests contributemost to future total carbon sink,

but this carbon sink in existing forests will decrease by

�1.1��0.35 Tg C yr�1 until 2100, after considering forest aging,

climate change, and CO2 increase (Figures 3A, 3B; S8). Although

old-growth forests could still serve as a carbon sink due to gap-

scale mortality events, CO2 fertilization, and nitrogen deposi-

tion,8,55 this effect is highly uncertain and will decline with the

slowing of atmospheric CO2 growth under future climate

mitigation scenarios, and old-growth forests will be exposed to

disturbances that may cause large carbon losses. Continuing

afforestation in the future is one way to maintain the area of

young forest with its high carbon sequestration rates and poten-

tial, but it would be challenging. Large-scale surveys have shown

that forestation may result in the loss of soil organic carbon

(SOC) in some places, but the overall impact is SOC gain after

afforestation in northern China.56 In the model, SOC indeed de-

creases with afforestation, but this carbon loss can be

completely offset by the end of the century by the faster growth

in biomass carbon (Figure S14). Besides, afforesting grassland

may lead to a decrease in SOC,57 which could partly explain

the decline of soil carbon storage in southern China (Figures

S12B, S12E; S15). Therefore, afforestation in carbon-rich soils

needs to be carefully designed and evaluated. Our projected

forest area increase (0.69 Mkm2 during 2020–2060) is about

82% of the forest area increase during 1981–2018 (0.84 Mkm2;

Table S3). Our estimate is slightly larger than the available refor-

estation area estimated from the areas of suitable land and

sloping and degraded farmland (0.58 Mkm2),58 but it is smaller

than the area of moderately and highly suitable forest habitat
One Earth 7, 822–834, May 17, 2024 827
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land defined by the existing forest distribution and environmental

factors such as soil type and aridity index (0.87 Mkm2).59 In fact,

suitable land for afforestation is limited in China due to the large

area of arid and semi-arid zones where trees cannot survive,60

the required arable area for food security, and rapid urbaniza-

tion.61 Future forestation may also have negative effects on

biodiversity and ecosystem services in natural non-forest eco-

systems,62,63 especially in grasslands, which could potentially

contribute 18.5%–78.3% of the future forestation areas.64

Therefore, future afforestation needs to maintain a balance be-

tween providing carbon sink and protecting other ecosystem

services from non-forest vegetation. In contrast to continuing

afforestation, proper forest management, such as thinning, se-

lective logging, fertilization, and irrigation, may help to increase

the future forest carbon sink more easily.36,65

Although the overall contribution of forest ecosystems to the

land carbon sink increases due to forest area expansion and

CO2 fertilization, the terrestrial carbon sink decreases during

2020–2100 in our simulation, as non-forest ecosystems (i.e.,

cropland, natural grassland, and pasture) turn from a carbon

sink in the 2010s (74 Tg C yr�1) to a carbon source (�33��17

Tg C yr�1 under the RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5

scenarios; Figure S10B; Table S2). Non-forest carbon loss is

mainly contributed by natural grassland in the southwestern

Tibetan Plateau (Figure S16), because, in our model, future

warming accelerates permafrost thawing and microbial decom-

position, leading to a greater amount of carbon losses to the at-

mosphere66 (Figure S7B). Our estimate of the terrestrial carbon

sink in the 2050s (152–237 Tg C yr�1, Table S4) is at the low

end of the range of 0.15–0.52 Pg C yr�1 obtained from a literature

review.36 In comparison, China’s fossil carbon emissions in 2050

are projected to be 0.52–0.63 PgC yr�1 under the 1.5�Cwarming

scenario and 2.78–5.40 Pg C yr�1 under a ‘‘no policy’’ sce-

nario.67 Therefore, our projected terrestrial ecosystem carbon

sink, despite being lower than previously expected, could still

play an important role in offsetting part of the future fossil fuel

emissions (24.1%–30.6% and 4.1%–8.3% of total emissions un-

der the two scenarios, respectively).

To model the wood harvest, we specify that a part of above-

ground biomass goes into litter, while the rest goes into wood

product pools with 10- and 100-year turnover times (experi-

mental procedures). Wood products are temporary carbon stor-

age pools, and the stored carbon will eventually be released into

the atmosphere after the wood product life cycle. In the terres-

trial NBP calculation, we do not account for the delayed carbon

emission from these wood product pools and thus may overes-

timate the NBP. Using forest-type specific coefficients for trans-

ferring harvested aboveground biomass into the wood product

pools68 (Table S5), the delayed carbon emissions from the decay

of wood product pools are estimated at 17–28 Tg C yr�1 during

1960–2100 (a cumulative emission of 3.1–3.2 Pg C, Figure S17).

Consequently, the terrestrial carbon sink would decrease to

177 ± 53 Tg C yr�1 in the 2010s (Figure 2A; Figure S17) if these

delayed emissions are taken into account. Recent studies have

suggested that using woody material in construction can make

it a long-term carbon storage pool, and thus it can serve as a

viable solution for future climate mitigation.69 Harvest intensity

would also adapt dynamically in accordancewith the engineered

wood demand, and the tradeoff between wood harvest emis-
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sions and forest-regrowth sequestration is more complicated

in reality70 than the simple setting in the model.

Our study quantifies the importance of forest age dynamics on

the carbon sink of China but has some uncertainties due to lack

of accurate forcing data, model structure, and processes

missing from the model. For example, there is no long-term,

spatially explicit wood harvest data available, precluding our

model from accurately reproducing the spatial variations of

wood harvest and regrowth (Note S2). In the model, the biomass

thresholds that delineate different age cohorts in each grid cell

are constant over time,34 which ignores the impacts of climate

change and increasing CO2 on the biomass boundaries between

different cohorts (Note S3). Despite these fixed thresholds, the

increase, peak, and subsequent decline of carbon sequestration

rates with increasing forest age (Figure 2F) are in line with the

trends in boreal and temperate forests given in a compilation

of observations.71 However, age-related productivity may vary

considerably across various species,31 and we did not further

calibrate the biomass-age curve at the species level due to the

lack of large-scale observations. Forest disturbances such as

extreme drought, windstorms, and insect outbreaks may also

cause tree mortality and regeneration and lead to changes in for-

est age structure,72–74 but these processes are not explicitly rep-

resented in our current model version (Note S3). For the CO2

fertilization effect, we verified that the simulated NPP can gener-

ally reproduce the observed response of NPP to elevated CO2 in

four Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments75 and the

simulated values are generally within the range of synthesized

experiment-based results76 (experimental procedures, Note

S4, Figure S18; Table S6). Nitrogen deposition was found to be

an important factor driving the net ecosystem productivity in

China’s forests,23 but unfortunately the model version used

here did not incorporate nutrient fertilization and limitation

(Note S3). In particular, limitations due to phosphorus, the export

of nutrients by harvest, and forest fertilization were not consid-

ered (Note S3).

Because of the large population and the short transition time

from carbon peaking (2030) to carbon neutrality (2060),77 the

achievement of China’s ‘‘carbon neutrality’’ target is challenging,

but itwould be a significant contribution to theglobal climatemiti-

gation. Our model-based results indicate that China’s terrestrial

ecosystems can still function as an important carbon sink in the

near future, but the carbon sequestration rate will decrease due

to forest aging and the slowdown of CO2 concentration growth.

In addition, future extreme weather events may cause tree mor-

tality and the subsequent recovery, and these changes in forest

age classes will further influence the carbon sink.78 Therefore, it

is necessary to incorporate age classes into more DGVMs or

EarthSystemModels to accurately predict future ecosystemcar-

bondynamics.Considering the vast areaand lowquality of young

andmiddle-agednatural forests inChina,79 improving natural for-

est quality through forest management would help enhance for-

est carbon sink in addition to re/afforestation. Although proper

forest management may help adjust forest age structure and in-

crease forest carbon sink, its effect could be limited. Therefore,

the carbon dioxide removal required to realize China’s ‘‘carbon

neutrality’’ target and maintain it for the long term cannot persis-

tently rely on theecosystemcarbonsink: itwill also needstringent

emission reductions in other sectors. Our analysis demonstrates
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the importance of forest age dynamics to the carbon sink, which

canbeapplicable for both tropical countrieswith extensivedefor-

estation and potential reforestation80,81 and to countries in Eu-

rope andNorth Americawith intensive forest managements.82–84

After carbon neutrality is reached, global temperature will not be

stabilized immediately because warming may rise further as the

planetary state moving toward equilibrium.85 In this case, main-

taining the carbon sink in mature forests through management

will become more important to help stop further global warming

by removing atmospheric CO2.
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All data that support the main findings in this study are available via figshare

at https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/Limited_future_carbon_sink_in_China_

as_forests_become_mature/24872973.

Adjusting historical LULCC maps for Sarea

We reconstructed the LUC maps for 1700 to 2020 by integrating multiple data

sources including remote sensing products, forest inventory reports, and a his-

torical land-use database. Specifically, we used (1) 30-m satellite-based

China’s Land-Use/Cover Dataset (CLUD) for the year 2015,38 (2) forest areas

and temporal changes at the provincial scale derived from the second to the

ninth national forest inventory data covering the period 1977–2018,16,86 (3) for-

est area in each province for each 50-year interval from 1700 to 1949,39 (4) na-

tional forest area data for the year 2020 from the Global Forest Resources

Assessment (FRA) report,41 (5) national total forest area from 1700 to 1980

compiled by H&N,40 (6) inventory-based cropland areas in 2015 from China

Statistical Yearbook,35 and (7) annual maps of cropland and pasture at 50 3
50 resolution from the History Database of the Global Environment (HYDE

version 3.2).42 It should be noted that from 1994 the threshold of canopy cover

used to define a forest changed from 30% to 20% in the inventory data in

China. We thus calibrated forest area before 1994 according to an experi-

mental conversion formula87 (Table S3).

Following the backward method (BM3) proposed by Peng et al.,88 we adop-

ted the satellite-based, CLUD land-covermap for 201538 as the basemap (Fig-

ure S19). First, the ice and water fraction from CLUD and the urban and bare

ground fraction from HYDE3.242 were excluded from land-use transitions.

We then adjusted the gridded forest area proportionally in each province in

CLUD38 to match the provincial total forest area from the national forest inven-

tory data.16 The national forest inventory data are updated at least every 5

years, and for the in-between years the forest area was determined by linear

interpolation. For the period before 1980 when the national forest inventory

data were not available, we calculated interannual change of national total for-

est area from H&N,40 and then allocated the national total change into the pro-

vincial- and grid-level data based on the proportion of forest area in each prov-

ince39 and each grid cell.38 For the period after 2015, we increased the forest

area linearly to the national total forest area reported in the FRA report.41

Because the cropland areas in 2015 from CLUD38 do not fully match those

from HYDE3.2,42 we allocated the inventory-based cropland areas in 2015

from the China Statistical Yearbook35 preferentially to the overlapping crop-

land area between CLUD and HYDE3.2, with the remaining cropland area

then allocated proportionally to the non-overlapping cropland grid cells from

both maps. The annual changes in cropland areas from HYDE3.242 were

further used to update the annual cropland maps. Pasture area was also

derived directly from HYDE3.2,42 with the remaining fraction in each grid cell

assigned to natural grass. The allocation sequence is therefore: forest, crop-

land, pasture, and natural grass. Note that the total fraction of these land-
use types is constrained by the maximum vegetation fraction in a given grid

cell, and the extra area is allocated proportionally to other grid cells with the

same land-use type.

The allocation processes were conducted at the resolution of 5 arcmin, the

same data resolution as HYDE3.2.42 When aggregating into the model resolu-

tion of 0.5 � 3 0.5 �, the gross land-transitions were also recorded by account-

ing for sub-grid bidirectional transitions between two land-use types in each

0.5 � 3 0.5 � grid cell.34

LUC and wood harvest constrained by the observed forest age map

for Sage

Both re/afforestation after LUC and regrowth after wood harvest and natural

disturbance can establish new seedlings and modify forest age structure.

Afforestation refers to the establishment of forests in areas where there were

no forests previously, while reforestation refers to replanting or regrowth of for-

ests in areas that have experienced forest loss. Note here we excluded re-

growth after wood harvest from reforestation and considered it as a separate

type. As the intensity and coverage area of natural disturbances are relatively

small in China35 (Figure S1), the influence of natural disturbances on forest

demography was not explicitly considered in the simulations (Note S3). There-

fore, we adjusted LUC and wood harvest to match the gridded forest age map

for 2010.17 This reference forest age map was generated by downscaling the

provincial stand age information to 1-km resolution using an observed climate

dataset, a vegetation map, and a lidar-derived tree-height map.17 For forest

grid cells without forest age information, we searched the nearest grid cells,

which had at least 10 data records and took the average age. As the forest car-

bon sink increases rapidly with age during the early growth stage and tends to

stabilize once the forest is approximately 50 years old,89 six age cohorts with

intervals of 1�3, 4–9, 10–15, 16–30, 31–50, and R51 years were set up in the

model.34 We did not further divide the oldest class (R51 years) to more clas-

ses, because it is expected to haveminor impacts on the total carbon sink, and

our study focused on the forest area expansion thatmainly occurred in the past

50 years.12 To align with these six age cohorts, we converted the gridded for-

est agemap to the fraction of each cohort in each 0.5 � 3 0.5 � grid cell in 2010.

We further backcasted the corresponding forest establishment periods that

resulted in the current forest age structure (Figure S20). For example, if there

is 20% of land covered with the first age cohort (1–3 years) in a given grid

cell, it means that at least 20% of new forests were established through re/

afforestation after LUC or regrowth after wood harvest during 2007–2009 (Fig-

ure S20). If the re/afforestation fraction based on the reconstructed LUCmaps

is smaller than that estimated from the forest age map, the remaining part is

supplemented by wood harvest. If it is larger, no adjustment is made. Note

that the oldest age cohort in the model isR51 years, and forest establishment

before 1960 could not influence the simulated forest cohorts in 2010, so this

allocation method was only applied for the period 1960–2009. For wood har-

vest before 1960 and after 2009, we used annual wood harvest biomass

data from Houghton & Nassikas.40 Wood harvest biomass was allocated in

proportion to the simulated aboveground biomass in the previous year across

grid cells and then converted to area fraction in each grid cell.

Future afforestation scenarios

In the Chinese NDCs, the targeted forest coverage is 24.1% by 2025 and 25%

by 2030, i.e., an afforestation area of 0.08 and 0.16 M km2 since 2020. We thus

linearly increased forest area to the targets for the period of 2020�2025 and

2025–2030 and kept the rate of increase for 2025–2030 constant until 2060.

Since we assume China’s forest coverage will reach the global average

(30.7%16) by 2060 (30.5%, afforestation area = 0.69 M km2 since 2020), we

kept the LUC maps constant after 2060. We assumed several guidelines for

future forestation scenarios: (1) conservation of primary and old forests, (2) for-

est expansion mainly in grid cells with existing forests, (3) re-plantation after

wood harvest. Following the ‘‘Grain for Green’’ policy in China, forest area in-

crease preferentially comes from cropland. To ensure food security and to

maintain the cropland area above the ‘‘red line of 120 million ha (=1.8 billion

mu) of arable land’’ set by the government, new forests were first converted

from marginal cropland. Here, we used two methods to define marginal crop-

land. The first is based on model-simulated crop yields, with cropland being

converted to forest in sequence from the lowest to higher yields until the re-

maining cropland area reached 120 million ha. The second method is based
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on the marginal land map given by Campbell et al.,47 representing abandoned

agricultural lands. After all the marginal land from Campbell et al. was con-

verted into forest, other cropland with the lowest simulated yields was con-

verted sequentially until the ‘‘red line’’ was reached (in the same way as for

the first method). When all marginal land from both methods was used up,

there is still an area gap to the forest increase target. Forest area was then

expanded on natural grassland and then, finally, on pasture if no further natural

grass was available. In this final step, the forest expansion area is proportional

to the existing forest area in each grid cell. For wood harvest, we kept the har-

vested amount constant at the 2020 value throughout the future period.

Model calibration and evaluation

We used ORCHIDEE-MICT37 with explicit representations of gross LUC, wood

harvest, and forest age dynamics34 for our simulations. The PFT-specific pa-

rameters related to vegetation dynamics are prescribed based on field and

satellite observations or empirical data, and the simulated diurnal and sea-

sonal carbon and surface energy fluxes can generally reproduce the observa-

tions at FluxNet sites.90 This model is capable of reflecting the influence of

climatic changes on ecosystem carbon cycle, such as increased heterotrophic

and maintenance respiration due to temperature warming.90 In the previous

version of ORCHIDEE-MICT (v8.4.1), several new processes and parameteri-

zations were incorporated into the model for high latitudes, and the simulated

water budget, air-to-soil temperature, and gross and net CO2 fluxes for the

terrestrial Northern Hemisphere (>30�N) have been extensively validated

against satellite observations, in situ measurements, inventories, and gridded

observation-based datasets.37 A more advanced version of ORCHIDEE-MICT

(v8.4.2) was developed to account for gross LUC and wood harvest with dy-

namic sub-grid age cohorts,34 which can better simulate carbon dynamics

caused by LULCC both on the site and global scales.34,68 Significant aging

processes such as maintenance respiration increase and below-ground allo-

cation decrease with forest aging were implemented in the model.34 Recently,

this model version was applied to demonstrate the importance of gross LUC in

controlling the interannual variability of the land carbon cycle, but validation

against aboveground biomass (AGB) observations showed underestimation

in the northeast of Eurasia.91

Specifically for China, a mismatch of national total AGB was also found in

our initial simulations (Figure S21A) due to the inappropriate parameterizations

or missing processes in the model91 (Note S3). The simulated AGB was lower

than satellite-based AGB observations (Figure S21B), especially for boreal for-

ests (Figure S22). We thus calibrated two critical parameters for AGB in the

model, i.e., LAI and maximum carboxylation rate (Vcmax), based on local field

measurements92 (Table S7). After calibration, the simulated AGB generally

matches the observed total AGB (Figure S21A), and the bias is reduced (Fig-

ure S21C). We further evaluated model performance with these calibrated

parameters against multi-source datasets, and found that most simulated

terrestrial and forest carbon fluxes and carbon pools are consistent with

observation-based data (Note S1).

We also evaluated the model performance in forest age reconstruction

according to an observation-based forest age map for 201017 and forest

inventory data16 (Figure 1). Forest inventory data refer to the statistical data

published by China’s forestry department,16 which is based on extensive field

surveys. Gridded forest age map from Zhang et al.17 was generated by down-

scaling the provincial statistics of national forest inventory data into 1-km res-

olution, which provides more detailed spatial information. Because of the

discrepancy in the division of age groups in the forest inventory (1–27, 28–

45, 46–65, 66–110, R111 years) and the model configuration (1–3, 4–9, 10–

15, 16–30, 31–50, R51 years), for our comparison, we converted the six age

cohorts to three age groups (1–27, 28–50, R51 years).

To test whether the model can capture the effects of elevated CO2 on NPP,

we ran four additional site simulations to compare with measurements from

Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments.75 These simulations were

driven by fixed atmospheric CO2 concentrations at 376 ppm or 550 ppm

and varying climate forcing data to ensure consistency with the design of

the FACE experiments. We chose the plant functional type (PFT) correspond-

ing to the tree species at the FACE sites for comparison (Figure S18). We also

used the annual mean NPP from Sref and SCO2 to test the sensitivity of NPP to

elevated CO2 against synthesized experiment-based results76 and found that

the simulated values are generally within the range of synthesis (Table S6).
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In the model, after deforestation, a prescribed fraction of AGB is lost

instantly to the atmosphere, and the remaining part goes to the litter pool.

This prescribed fraction depends on the land-use types converted from forest

(Table S5). In contrast, for forestry wood harvest, a fraction of AGB goes into

the 10- and 100-year turnover wood product pools, with the fraction being for-

est-type specific (Table S5). The remaining biomass also goes into the litter

pool. All the dead below-ground biomass carbon after deforestation and

wood harvest will transfer to the litter pools.34 Soil carbon will be inherited

by the targeted youngest PFT after LUC and wood harvest using a weighted

averagemethod.34 For example, after LUC from forest to cropland, soil carbon

in the deforestation area will be removed from the forest soil carbon pool and

merged to cropland soil carbon pool. Although carbon emissions from litter

and soil decomposition have already been taken into account when calcu-

lating terrestrial NBP, the delayed carbon emissions from wood product pools

are not included in NBP but analyzed separately (discussion and conclusions).

It should be noted that wood products are temporary carbon storage pools,

and the stored carbon will eventually be released into the atmosphere after

the end of wood product life cycle.

Simulation setup

Five simulation stages were conducted using the calibrated ORCHIDEE-MICT

at a half-degree resolution: spin-up, three historical periods (1700–1900,

1901–1959, and 1960–2019) and a series of future scenarios until 2100 (Fig-

ure S23). The spin-up simulations used a fixed atmospheric CO2 concentration

(the value in 1700)93 and 6-hourly climate forcing data from the period 1901–

1920 from CRUJRA, recycled as necessary,94 and were run until the

ecosystem carbon pools reached equilibrium. The same climate data were

used to simulate the period between 1700 and 1900. To simulate FLULCC during

the period 1700–2019, we ran two sets of simulationswith (S3) andwithout (S2)

LULCC following the TRENDY project configuration.26 The S2 simulation was

driven by varying atmospheric CO2 concentrations and using climate forcing

data from CRUJRA but with a PFT map fixed at year 1700 values, while the

S3 simulations were forced additionally by annual LUC and wood harvest.

FLULCC is calculated as the NBP difference between S3 and S2. For the S3 sim-

ulations for the period 1960–2019, we performed three simulations using

different LULCC forcing data (Figure S23): (1) the default LUC maps (Sdef)

based on the Land-Use Harmonization (LUH2) data44 as used for the global

carbon budget in the TRENDY project,26 (2) the area-adjusted LUC maps

based on multiple remote sensing and inventory data, and national wood har-

vest data from Houghton & Nassikas40 (Sarea), and (3) the LUCmaps and wood

harvest data based on Sarea but further constrained by gridded forest age

maps17 (Sage). In the model, forests will be re-planted after wood harvest.

The starting age cohort and the cohort sequence for wood harvest can be pre-

scribed in the model. Following the LULCC history, the wood harvest during

1700–1979 was set to start at the oldest cohort and move to the progressively

younger ones until the required harvest fraction was satisfied in each grid cell.

After 1979, when most forest protection policies and ecological restoration

programs began to be implemented, the wood harvest sequence in the model

was changed to an order of 10�15, 16–30, 31–50, R51, 4–9, and 1–3. The

starting age cohort (10–15 years) is generally in line with the rotation cycle of

forest management in China,95,96 and the primary and old forests are largely

reserved to be consistent with the forest conservation policies.97

For the future period of 2020–2100, we designed a set of simulations to

separate the effects of CO2 increase, climate change, and new forest increase

(Figure S23), consisting of (1) a reference simulation (Sref) with climate condi-

tions and atmospheric CO2 concentrations and forest distribution all fixed at

2020 values, (2) simulations (SCO2) with time-variant CO2 in addition to Sref,

(3) simulations (Sclim) also with varying climate conditions on top of SCO2,

and (4) simulations (SnewF) with additional new forest increase based on the

two methods of converting marginal croplands to forests. Therefore, the

contribution of age-related growth in the existing forests can be derived

from Sref, and the contributions of CO2 increase, climate change, and new for-

est increase after 2020 can be determined as the differences between Sref and

SCO2, SCO2 and Sclim, and Sclim and SnewF, respectively. Note that climate

change in this study refers to all changes in the climatic variables such as air

temperature, precipitation, and downward longwave radiation; we did not

further distinguish the contribution of each individual climatic factor. Future

climate change and rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations under RCP 2.6,
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RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5 were considered to represent four plausible

future scenarios,98 and the future climate forcing data were derived from the

bias-corrected data of IPSL-CM5A-LR in the ISIMIP2b project.99 A sensitivity

test, regarding increased forest distribution, allowed us to investigate the

response of position selection schemes for future afforestation projects to vol-

atile climate change scenarios.
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